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of my book,  prominently  including  the  quest  for Vinland, do not  engage 
McGovem’s  attention. Nor need such  literary  themes as may he tangential  to  the 
arctic  and  sub-arctic  experience  seriously  detain  archaeology  buffs. I heartily 
agree with McGovem on the  excellence (it contains  translated  saga  texts)  and 
usefulness of the newly  revised Norse  Atlantic Saga, a comprehensive  book by 
Professor Gwyn Jones  (this  despite  the  latter’s  seeming  adherence to a shopworn 
interpretation  of Erik the Red’s  land-take). That book, furthermore, is “engag- 
ingly written.” 

A major  purpose of a work  on  cbntroversial  subjects  should be, not to 
“infuriate,” but to stimulate  further  discovery and discussion.  Surely,  the 
ambitions  of  archaeologists  aspiring  to  produce  books  incomparably  superior  to 
mine - the “magisterial” tomes of Dr. McGovem’s  asserted  expectation - 
have  not  been  truncated. Crescat scientia. 

Erik  Wahlgren 
4243  28th  Place  West 

Seattle,  Washington  98199 
U.S.A.  
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Alert,  Alexander,  Blossom,  Discovery, Enterprise and Erebus were 
some of the  vessels  employed  in  arctic  discovery  in  the  19th  century. 
Besides  that,  they  were  engaged  in  varying  degrees on oceanographic 
work.  The  names  are  well  known,  but  it is  not  always  easy  to  find 
details of the  ships  and  their  voyages. 

Tony  Rice,  Curator of Crustacea  at the Natural  History  Museum  and 
now  benthic  scientist  at  the  Institute of Oceanographic  Sciences,  found 
the same  difficulty  in his work.  He  started  an  index  that  grew  into  this 
book,  and  it  is  impressive. In 200  pages  he  has  listed  over  100  ships  that 
contributed  to  hydrography  and  oceanography.  Likewise  well  known 
are  some of the  names  of  men  who  were  in  the  Arctic,  Aldrich, 
Beechey,  Belcher  and so on to  Scoresby  and  Allen  Young.  Dr.  Rice 
lists  quite  250 men  and  gives  a  bibliography  with  300  references.  There 
is  also  a  general  index. 

With  the  support of the Ray  Society,  he  has  been  able  to  include 
nearly  100  photographs,  sketches  and  maps,  all  well  presented.  He  has 
now  been  told of two  errors  in  official  information  he  was  given.  The 
picture  of  the Shearwater is  of  a ship  of  1901.  The  photograph  of  the 
Egeria is of another  ship.  The  text  includes  a  “biography” of each  ship 
in a  detailed,  reliable  and  readable  way - a  book  to  dip  into  as  well  as 
for  reference. 

It  will  be  a  blessing  to  many  engaged  in  the  history  of  hydrography 
and  exploration,  to  those  who  want  elusive  information  in  a  few 
moments.  This  is  a  work  that  has  long  been  lacking.  It  is  well  produced. 

A.G.E.  Jones 
The  Bungalow 
Bayhall Road 

Tunbridge Wells 
Kent TN2 4UB 

England 
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TIONS.  Originally  compiled by STUART C. SHERMAN; revised  and 
edited  by JUDITH M. DOWNEY and VIRGINIA M. ADAMS. N.Y.  and 
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This  book  owes  its  existence  to  the  long-standing  dream of Stuart 
Sherman.  Perhaps  Sherman’s  interest  in  whaling  was  generated  by  a 
lifetime of summers on Martha’s  Vineyard;  certainly  it  was  nourished 
by  the  gift,  in  1956, of the  valuable  Nicholson  collection  of  whaling 
journals  and  logbooks  to  the  Providence,  Rhode  Island,  public  library. 
It  was  Sherman’s  task  as  librarian  to  catalog  and  index  that  gift  in  a 
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careful  work  published  in  1965, The Voice of the Whaleman,  with an 
Account of the  Nicholson  Whaling Collection. Sherman  moved on to 
Brown  University,  but  from  that  time  until  his  death  in  1983  he  devoted 
his  energies  to  the  grander  scheme:  a  union  catalog of all  known 
surviving  whaling  logs  and  journals.  With  the  publication of Whaling 
Logbooks  and  Journals,  1613-1927, the  dream  comes  as  close  to 
realization  as  is  practically  possible. 

The  heart of the volume  is  5018  entries, of which  the  following  is  a 
typical  sample: 

2701. Junius (Bark). New Bedford,  Mass. 
January 21, 1848 - November 14, 1849. Master: Chester F. 
Smith. Keeper: John Winslow. Ground: S. Pacific. Repository: 
RP 

That  more  than  5000  logs  and  journals  survive  is  perhaps  the  most 
amazing  statistic  to  come  from  this  book.  Sherman in  1965  calculated  a 
total of 13 927  known  American  whaling  voyages,  for  which  he 
estimated  that  some  3200  logs  survived.  That  in  fact  closer  to  one  out of 
three of those  voyages  left  a  permanent  record  is  an  interesting  bit of 
data  in  its  own  right,  and  one  strikingly  different  from  the  British  and 
French  whaling  experiences  from  which  very  few  logbooks  survive,  as 
shown  by  the  scarcity of non-American  entries  in  this  volume,  though 
many  foreign  libraries  were  searched.  It  will  come  as no surprise, 
however,  that  the  vast  majority of logs  listed  date  from  the  19th  century 
(threearefromthe17th,62fromthe18th,and190fromourown20th). 
It  should  be  noted,  as  well,  that  while Whaling  Logbooks  and  Journals 
is  a  considerable  accomplishment,  it  lists  only  records  in  public 
collections;  it  is  hardly  possible  to  locate  every  logbook  held  by  private 
collectors  or  whaleman’s  descendants.  Similarly,  it  should  be  stressed 
that  considerably  fewer  than 5000 vessels  made  the  5018  voyages.  To 
take  an  extreme  case,  the  long-lived Charles W .  Morgan survives  in  41 
logs  and  journals (nos. 954-62  as  a  ship,  and  963-95  rerigged  as  a  bark). 

Nevertheless,  with  all  due  credit  to  Sherman  and  to  his  successors, 
Judith  Downey  and  Virginia  Adams of the  New  Bedford  Whaling 
Museum,  one  may still  ask - as  with  other  large-scale  dreams - what, 
ultimately,  is  the  value of the  accomplishment?  From  the  standpoint  of 
the  volume  itself,  a  simple  list of logs  would  be of use  only  to  the 
researcher  in  search of a  particular  vessel  or  its  voyage.  For  that  reason, 
the  five  indexes  that  organize  the  entries are as  important  as  the  entries 
themselves. In these,  voyages  are  organized  by  home  port,  master  and 
logkeeper,  year of voyage,  grounds  visited  and  repository  (there  is  also 
a  useful  guide  to  repositories,  which  provides  information on most of 
the 82 institutions  surveyed).  By  the  standards of comprehensiveness 
and ease  of  information  retrieval, Logbooks  and  Journals should  be 
given  high  marks,  with  one  caveat  only.  The  “Index  by  Ground”  lists 
only  12  entries:  Antarctic,  Davis  Strait,  Greenland,  Hudson  Bay, 
Indian,  North  Atlantic,  North  Pacific,  Okhotsk,  South  Atlantic, South 
Pacific,  Spitsbergen  and  Western  Arctic.  While  this  arrangement  is 
helpful  for  Spitsbergen,  from  which  ground  only  nine  records  survive, 
it is  of  little  help for the South  Pacific,  for  example,  with  thousands  of 
entries.  Many  voyages,  as  might  be  expected  of  whalers,  visited 
several  grounds, so this index  contains  many  more  than  5000  entries. 
Fortunately,  in  the  particularly  difficult  case  of  the  South  Pacific, 
researchers  may  consult  Robert  Langdon’s Where the Whalers  Went: 
An Index to the Pacific Ports and Islands Visited by  American  Whalers 
(Canberra,  1984),  which  gives  precise  data on Pacific  landfalls  based 
on the  microfilm  logbook  collection of the  Australian  National  Univer- 
sity’s  Pacific  Manuscript  Bureau  and  catalogued  in  Langdon, Ameri- 
can Whalers  and  Traders in the Pacific:  A  Guide  to  Records on 
Microfilm (Canberra,  1978).  PAMBU’s  collection,  alas,  is  by no 
means  as  comprehensive  as  Sherman’s  list;  even  worse,  however,  the 
interested  scholar  is  likely  to  find no similar  list  at  all  for  other  grounds. 

Still,  the  question  remains of the  overall  value of Sherman’s  work. 
To  this,  students of the  impact of whaling  will  be  quick  to  respond,  for 
the  logs  and  journals  have  been  essential  to  the  preparation of recent 
studies,  such  as  John  Bockstoce’s Whales,  Ice,  and  Men (Seattle, 
1985) on the Western  Arctic  or W. Gillies  Ross on Whaling  and 
Eskimos: Hudson Bay,  1860-1915 (Ottawa,  1975).  Without  these 
records,  and  a  means  to  locate  them,  many  of  the  social,  economic  and 




